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AMERICAN LEGION BOYS NATION SENATE

IN THE SENATE OF AMERICAN LEGION BOYS NATION

Senator  Hunter Branch  of  Utah  introduced the following Resolution, which was read twice and
referred to the following American Legion Boys Nation Senate Committee:

a Resolution

1 I would like to propose that we give the title of National Monument to The Wave, an amazing

2 geological feature on the Utah/Arizona border. The Wave gives a first class example of how

3 sedimentary rock forms as well as a great display of the effects of weathering and erosion. For

4 how spectacular The Wave is, its facilities and resources are less so. The Wave is currently

5 under the control of the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), and while that is a good step,

6 turning The Wave into a National Monument would make more sense and, as a whole, be

7 better for the people and for The Wave.

8

9 For these reasons I propose it be enacted by the American Legion Boys Nation Senate

10 assembled to resolve upon making The Wave into a National Monument. 

11

12 With people traveling from all over the world to visit The Wave, turning it into a National

13 Monument would be very beneficial. Let me explain what a National Monument is compared to

14 a National Park or a park under the BLM. First of all, National Parks and parks under the BLM

15 are very similar, they really only differ in size (National Parks are usually larger), funding (the

16 National Parks receive more funding per. park than the BLM owned ones), and a few rules

17 (such as there is no cattle grazing allowed in National Parks whereas parks under BLM

18 management allow grazing). When it comes to differences between National Parks/parks

19 owned by the BLM compared to National Monuments, we start to see more of a difference.

20 While National Parks are made to protect places of recreational, inspirational, or scenic value,

21 National Monuments are for places or things of scientific/educational, historical, or cultural

22 value. National Parks also are usually larger than National Monuments, but both National Parks

23 and Monuments receive more funding than places managed by the BLM. With all of these
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24 specifications in mind, it would appear The Wave would fit best into the National Monuments

25 category. Becoming a National Monument would also benefit The Wave the most. With the

26 additional funding, The Wave could be greatly improved. Currently, because they have few

27 resources, The Wave only allows 20 people in a day, and these people have to have been

28 lucky enough to win a drawing. In the busy parts of the year, spring and fall, people can apply

29 for many days and still not get their name chosen for a permit to enter. The reason for the

30 limited daily access is that of conservation. They have not been able to put in a trail or any kind

31 of guide for the hike due to their lack of resources, so to aid with conservation they only let 20

32 people in a day. First, however, they meet with the days chosen hikers, give them a map and

33 instruct them on rules and directions. But, this instruction and map don't always work. Last year

34 and elderly couple got to hike The Wave, but on their way back they ran out of water, got lost,

35 and ended up dying in The Wave. If The Wave were made into a National Monument the

36 funding could be used to make a marked trail, get rangers to the help the hikers, make better

37 directions and maps, improve parking and buildings, and really improve the area to

38 accommodate all its visitors. This world famous attraction would finally be allowed the attention

39 it deserves.
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